Disaster Recovery as a Service

Just Imagine.

Enabling IT Resilience

In today’s 24/7 global business environment, uptime is
everything.
Most businesses can’t afford to be disconnected from their data
for even a day. So when disaster strikes, either man-made or
natural, how do you protect your critical IT infrastructure and data
without building and maintaining redundant systems? The answer
is OneNeck® IT Solutions Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS).

Making Bad Better
When you have the reliability, accountability and expertise of OneNeck managing
or providing support for your disaster recovery plan, you have something much
more valuable than just the knowledge your data is safe and available should a
catastrophic event interrupt your business operations. You have peace of mind.
Call today and let us help you create a disaster recovery plan that will protect
your business and have you sleeping better at night.

Preventing Downtime with DRaaS

About OneNeck® IT Solutions

DRaaS is a service in which you leverage a cloud provider’s
compute, networking and storage to act as the target site for
replication and recovery. With DRaaS, you can avoid the costs
of purchasing the infrastructure and software needed for a
secondary or tertiary DR site and benefit from flexible and
scalable solutions that can grow as your needs change.

OneNeck IT Solutions LLC offers hybrid IT solutions including cloud and hosting
solutions, managed services, enterprise application management, advanced
IT services, IT hardware and top-tier data centers in Arizona, Colorado, Iowa,
Minnesota, New Jersey, Oregon and Wisconsin. OneNeck’s team of technology
professionals manage secure, world-class, hybrid IT infrastructures and
applications for businesses around the country. Visit oneneck.com.

No One-Size-Fits-All
At OneNeck, we understand that each organization is different,
and there is no one-size-fits-all approach to DR planning. We
will help you design a DR plan and select a DRaaS solution that
gives you the confidence to know if the worst happens, you’ll
be back in business in no time. We will even assist you with
running annual mock DR tests to ensure that if a disaster were
to occur, your organization is protected.

OneNeck is a wholly owned subsidiary of Telephone and Data Systems, Inc. [NYSE:
TDS]. TDS provides wireless; cable and wireline broadband, TV and voice; and
hosted and managed services to approximately six million customers nationwide
through its businesses U.S. Cellular, TDS Telecom, OneNeck IT Solutions LLC, and
TDS Broadband Service LLC. Visit tdsinc.com.

Our managed DRaaS solutions include expertise and
operational support for the following technologies:


Azure Site Recovery – Site Recovery helps ensure business
continuity by keeping business apps and workloads running
during outages. Site Recovery replicates workloads running
on physical and virtual machines (VMs) from a primary site
to a secondary location.



Zerto – Zerto’ s software DR solution is built to protect
applications on any virtualized IT environment— be it
public, private or hybrid cloud.
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